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ABSTRACT 

RESUMEN 

Since the publication of the treatment of Marantaceae for the Flora of Ecuador (Kennedy et al. 1988) there has 

the last decade, including the two being described herein. Of the total of 96 species in the 1988 flora publica¬ 
tion, 64 were in the genus Calathea. Of these, 32 species were noted as endemic. As the two species described 
herein are known only from the types, in Ecuador, they are considered to be endemic. However, since they are 
somewhat near the border with Colombia it is possible they could occur there as well but are so far not docu¬ 
mented. Currently a total of 69 species of Calathea are recognized for Ecuador including the two new species 
being described. As with the related C. neillii  H. Kenn. and C.fredii H. Kenn., these new species, with their at¬ 
tractive bright rose-pink bracts, would be excellent garden subjects, though probably not for the lowlands. The 
two species described herein seem most likely to be related to either the “C. lanicalis Group” (Kennedy et al. 
1988), which includes the red-bracted C. timothei H. Kenn., or C. section Calathea, which has distichous- 
bracted species. 

TAXONOMIC TREATMENT 
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Fig. 2. Calathea shishicoensis H. Kenn. Isotype (Aguinda, Pitmann& Foster 1173 F). Scan provided by Field Museun 
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bracteata H. Kenn. under lead 40A because of the spirally arranged rose-pink bracts but is distinguished by the 
smooth vs. strongly corrugated leaf blade and fewer, 11-16 vs. 25-50, bracts. 

Etymology.—The specific epithet, shishicoensis, is in reference to the Shishico Ridge from where it was 
collected. 
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